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(M) - KOREA - dir Hong Sang-Soo- 111mins

Sunday 14 February 4:30pm BCC Cinemas Earlville

WINNER - SILVER BEAR - BERLIN FILM FESTIVAL
“With characteristic humor and grace, Hong takes a simple
premise and spins a web of interconnecting philosophies and
coincidences. ‘The Woman Who Ran’ is a subtle, powerful look
at dramas small and large faced by women everywhere.
Hong made a feature called ‘Woman is the Future of Man,’ but
it’s the delightfully slight, slightly delightful ‘The Woman Who
Ran’ that assumes that that future is now.”
– Jessica Kiang , - VARIETY

(M) - AU - Dir. Sally Ingleton - 89mins
Sunday 28 February 4:30pm BCC Cinemas Earlville
“If this film doesn’t enrage and inspire you in equal measure,
then you need to get a new heart. ‘Wild Things’ is an insider’s
look at the strength, passion and impact of modern activism,
with a heartfelt nod to the generations that led the way and
pioneered environmental campaigning in Australia.
Faced with the prospect of climate catastrophe and ecological collapse, Action is always the Antidote to Despair. This film
shows how everyday people are stepping up to defend their
community, their land, and the planet”.
- Cam Walker, - FRIENDS OF THE EARTH AUSTRALIA.

TICKETS

Adults $17.
Members & Concs $12
Book online endcredits.org.au

COVID-SAFE

Attendees agree to all Covidsafe directions. Do Not Attend If Ill.

Price Increase Notice

To help cover rising costs our Unseen Cinema ticket prices will
increase to Adults $18, Members & Concs $13 from 1 March 2021
End Credits acknowledges the support of

Unseen Cinema

(M) - CAN/FR - Dir. Philippe Farardeau - 108mins
Sunday 21 February 4:30pm BCC Cinemas Earlville

“A wonderful film, a real charmer! ...
A gentle, thoughtful film about ambition, talent and a young
woman’s entrance into an adult world. The friendships and romances never play out in predictable ways. The very talented
Philippe Falardeau, who made the attentively compassionate
Monsieur Lazhar, has a warm-heartedness and eye for character that serve him well. A delight.”
- Jason Di Rosso - ABC RADIO NATIONAL

(MA) - UK - Dir. Julian Temple - 92mins
Thursday 11 March 7:30pm Tanks Arts Centre
A cinematic exploration of Shane MacGowan’s story, Julien
Temple’s film Crock of Gold details Shane’s explosive existence, from his salad days, growing up in Ireland, to time
spent on the mean streets of London and embracing the punk
scene.
To forming The Pogues and then conquering the known
universe, we discover MacGowan’s passions, his humour and
deep knowledge of music, history, spirituality and popular
culture.
For this is Shane’s story. A vision of the world through the eyes
of the great punk poet himself and an intimate cast of close
friends and family members, all channelled through Temple’s
inimitable and eternally vibrant lens.
A bonus 20 extra minutes of concert footage will follow the film
Tank 5 is a licenced venue.
Tickets are available from TICKETLINK at ticketlink.com.

Become an End Credits member

Join End Credits ($15.00 p.a.) at any of our screenings,
Or by mail to PO BOX 2663 Cairns 4870, or online at our website.
Door sales ( if not sold out prior - check our website for status ) are
available with cash or card 60 mins prior to start.
Concessions prices available for members of End Credits, Arts Nexus,
Students. - Proof of concession status may be required for entry.

